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Non–negative integer–valued time series are often encountered in many different scientific fields, usually in the
form of counts of events at consecutive time points. Representative examples can be found in epidemiology,
ecology, finance and elsewhere. Due to their frequent occurrence, a wide variety of models appropriate
for treating count time series data have been proposed in the literature [3, 2]. The vast majority of such
models consider the univariate case since the analysis of multivariate counting processes presents much
more difficulties. In specific, the need to account for both serial and cross–correlation complicates model
specification, estimation and inference. Many of the models that have been built for count time series data
are based on the notion of binomial thinning [5]. The model in its simplest form. i.e. the first–order integer–
valued autoregressive model (INAR(1)), was introduced by [4] and [1] as a convenient way to transfer the
usual autoregressive structure to discrete valued time series. We discuss extensions of the simple INAR(1)
model to the multi–dimensional space and examine properties of the generated processes. Emphasis is
placed on models with multivariate Poisson and multivariate negative binomial innovations. Several real
data examples illustrate the models.
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